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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the problem of aligning all-pair near-duplicate
passages in two long texts. A passage is a sequence of consecutive
words in a text. It can begin and end with any word in the text,
whether around a period or not. Due to the high computation cost
of this problem, existing work all compromise to heuristic align-
ment methods, which can harm the recall of downstream applica-
tions, such as deduplication and plagiarism detection. To address
this problem, in this paper, we propose a min-hash based method
Allign to nd all near-duplicate passage pairs in two long texts.
Allign generates a few min-hash values for each passage in the
texts and report all the passage pairs sharing enough common
min-hash values. However, for a pair of texts with n andm words,
there are in total O (n2m2) passage pairs (each text contains O (n2)
and O (m2) passages respectively). Thus it is prohibitively expen-
sive to enumerate all passage pairs in two texts and count their
common min-hash values. To address this issue, Allign packs a
large number of nearby and overlapping passages with the same
min-hash to a “compact window”. In total, Allign generates O (n)
compact windows to represent all theO (n2) passages in a text with
n words. Next, a pair of compact windows in two texts are matched
if they have the same min-hash. The rest of unmatched compact
windows are removed. Finally, Allign reports all the passage pairs
contained by enough number of matched compact window pairs,
which must share the same enough number of min-hash values. In
this way, Allign avoids enumerating the enormous number of pas-
sage pairs. Last but not least, to make the reported near-duplicate
passages more relevant and Allignmore ecient, we show how to
support a few practical constraints eciently, including reporting
only longest near-duplicates and sentence-level near-duplicates.
Experimental results on real-world datasets show that Allign sig-
nicantly outperforms the state-of-the-art text alignment methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given two long texts, all-pair near-duplicate passage detection nds
all pairs of similar passages in them. For example, in Figure 1, a pair
of near-duplicate passages in the 2008 DNC speech and the 2016
RNC speech delivered by the two rst ladies are highlighted [20].
It plays an important role in many applications, e.g., deduplica-
tion [44] and plagiarism detection [28, 32]. All-pair near-duplicate
passage detection is dierent from the traditional near-duplicate
text detection [10, 49], which tells whether two entire texts are
similar. For example, in academic papers, reusing a small piece
of text from another paper without quotation is deemed as pla-
giarism. Checking whether the overall papers are near-duplicate
cannot identify this kind of academic plagiarism, while the all-pair
near-duplicate passage detection can come to rescue.

“ … Barack and I were raised
with so many of the same values,
like you work hard for what you
want in life. That your word is
your bond; that you do what you
say you're going to do. That you
treat people with dignity and
respect, even if you don't know
them and even if you don't agree
with them …”

--- Michelle Obama
Aug 25, 2008

“ ... my parents impressed on me
the values: that you work hard for
what you want in life, that your
word is your bond and you do what
you say and keep your promise. That
you treat people with respect. They
taught and showed me values and
morals in their daily life. That is the
lesson that I continue to pass along
to our son …”

--- Melania Trump
July 18, 2016

Figure 1: A near-duplicate passage pair in two speeches [20].

One step (the detailed analysis step) in plagiarism detection is to
identify all pairs of passages in a source document and a suspicious
document that are similar enough [13, 30, 31]. The computation cost
of this step is so high that all existing work compromise to some
heuristic alignment methods [28, 29]. This is because a document
with n words contains O (n2) passages and there are O (n2m2) pairs
for a source document with n words and a suspicious document
withm words. For long documents (such as academic papers), n
andm could easily be tens of thousands, which leads to quintillions
(i.e., 1018) of passage pairs, not to mention the cost of calculating
the similarities of passage pairs.

Limitations of Existing Work. Existing work resort to seeding-
extension-ltering [28] or the xed-width windows [47]. The xed-
width window strategy only reports similar passage pairs of xed
length, which obviously leads to many false negatives. Many work
use the sentences in the texts as the seeds and nd similar sentence
pairs rst (e.g., their jaccard similarity is above a pre-dened thresh-
old). Then nearby similar sentences (say, gap at most x sentences)
are merged to form similar passage pairs. However, there are many
cases the above strategy cannot capture. For example, one long
sentence in a text might be split to multiple short sentences in
another text. Then the jaccard similarity between the long sentence
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
19 66 64 50 33 20 97 41 32 15 37 34 52 25 67 42 22

1st row: word position;        2nd row: word hash value;       

<T, f1, 2, 9, 6> min-hash: 20 <T, f1, 11, 16, 14> min-hash: 25

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
75 30 40 25 85 60 10 45 24 97 20 72 36 76 18

Text T:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
25 45 11 33 46 56 15 40 48 32 12 64 65 51 35 80 30

<T, f2, 4, 10, 7> min-hash: 15

with hash 
function f1

Text S:

compact windows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
37 43 44 41 53 10 38 28 49 15 55 74 47 13 28

Text T:

f2:
Text S:

< S, f1, 1, 6, 4> min-hash: 25 <S, f1, 8, 14, 11> min-hash: 20

<S, f2, 7, 13, 10> min-hash: 15
1 collided compact window pair

2 collided compact window pairs

Barack and I were raised with so many of the same values that you work hard for …

with hash 
function f2

f1:

Figure 2: Two texts and their three pairs of example collided compact window pairs under two hash functions.

and any of the short sentences would be very low. Figure 1 shows
such an example, where each that clause on the left is similar to a
sentence on the right. Moreover, such strategy may also generate
many false positives for short sentences, whose similarities could
be high even if they only share a few common words. In addition,
there are languages having no punctuations and sentence breaking
is not possible or very dicult. Methods using ngerprints (e.g.,
n-grams [28]) as seeds have similar problems as discussed above.

In this paper, we study how to nd all-pair near-duplicate pas-
sages in two long texts whose jaccard similarities are above a given
threshold. We propose an ecient min-hash based [5] method
Allign. Informally speaking, the min-hash of a passage is the min-
imum hash value of its words when evaluating against a universal
hash function [24]. With k random universal hash functions, k min-
hash values can be generated for each passage. Then the jaccard
similarity of two passages can be estimated as the percentage of
common (i.e., collided) min-hash values in their k pairs of min-
hash when k is large enough [24]. Allign reports all passage pairs
sharing adequate amount of common min-hash values based on
a given jaccard similarity threshold. Though the jaccard similar-
ities between passage pairs can be eciently estimated by their
min-hash, the number of passage pairs in two long texts remains
enormous. Next we show how Allign addresses this problem.

Proposed Solution. Let T [i, j] be the window (i.e., passage) from
the i-th word to the j-th word in the textT andT [i] be its i-th word.
To avoid enumerating all the quadratic number of windows in a text,
Allign packs a collection of nearby and overlapping windows with
the same min-hash to a compact window. For example, Figure 2 on
the top-left shows a textT and the hash values of its words obtained
with the universal hash function f1. We observe that the nearby
and overlapping windows T [4, 7],T [4, 8],T [5, 7], and T [5, 8] all
have the same min-hash, which is the hash value of the word T [6].
Based on this observation, we dene a compact window as a tuple
〈l , r , c〉 of three integers, where T [c] has the minimum hash value
among all the words in T [l , r ]. Then, by denition, the hash value
ofT [c] is the min-hash for all the sub-windows inT [l , r ] containing
the word T [c] . Thus Allign uses the compact window 〈l , r , c〉 to
concisely represent all the windowsT [i, j], where l ≤ i ≤ c ≤ j ≤ r .
A challenge here is how to eciently generate all the compact
windows from a text. We show that a text with n non-duplicate
words hasO (n) compact windows in total, which represent exactly
all the O (n2) windows in the text. Furthermore, we develop an
ecient divide-and-conquer algorithm to generate all the O (n)
compact windows in O (n logn) time.

Another challenge is how to avoid enumerating the enormous
number of window pairs in two texts. The naive method still needs
to enumerate all the window pairs in the matched compact window

pairs whose min-hash are the same to count their common min-
hash. To address this issue, we propose to look for the collections of
matched compact window pairs that share common window pairs
and whose sizes are large enough. For each of such collections,
the common window pairs in it must share enough min-hash and
are near-duplicate passages. Our approach can largely reduce the
computation cost as in practice such collections are few in number.

The third challenge is how to deal with the word multiplicity, i.e.,
each appearance of the same word in a passage leads to a dierent
hash value. That is to say the hash value of a word in a passage is no
longer static. We slightly adapt the denition of compact windows
to seamlessly handle the word multiplicity in our approach.

Last but not least, we show how to seamlessly enforce a few
constraints on the results in Allign, which not only makes the
results more relevant but also signicantly reduces computation
cost. The rst one only reports the longest near-duplicate passage
pair in the same place, i.e., omitting a near-duplicate pair if they
are fully covered by another longer pair. The second one enforces
a passage length threshold so that only passages no shorter than
the threshold is reported. The third one reports only sentence-level
near-duplicate passages. That is the pair of reported passages must
begin and end with periods. The longest near-duplicate passage con-
straint can avoid many redundant results (e.g., the overlapping near-
duplicate pairs). The length-threshold constraint can avoid very
short near-duplicates, which are usually noise and undesired [13].
The sentence-level constraint can reduce the computation cost. In
practice, many near-duplicate passages start and end with periods.

Contributions. In summary, we make the following contributions.

• We propose to use a compact window to represent a large number
of windows in a text and develop a divide-and-conquer algorithm
to generate all the compact windows in a text in O (n logn) time.
• We avoid enumerating the enormous number of window pairs
in two texts by designing an ecient algorithm to generate all
the window pairs sharing enough min-hash directly from their
matched compact window pairs.
• We show how to seamlessly deal with word multiplicity and e-
ciently enforce three practical constraints and their combinations
on the near-duplicate passages in Allign.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets, which
show that Allign signicantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
text alignment algorithms.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Problem Denition. We rst introduce some notations and then
dene our problem. A textT is a sequence of |T | words.T [i] is its i-
th word. We denote the passage from the i-th word to the j-th word



as T [i, j], where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |T |. For ease of presentation, we use
“passage” and “window” interchangeably. Let |T [i1, j1] ∩ S[i2, j2]|
be the number of common words in the two passages T [i1, j1] and
S[i2, j2] and |T [i1, j1]∪S[i2, j2]| be the total number of their distinct
words. The jaccard similarity of these two passages is dened as

jaccard (T [i1, j1], S[i2, j2]) =
|T [i1, j1] ∩ S[i2, j2]|
|T [i1, j1] ∪ S[i2, j2]|

.

Werst consider the general version of the all-pair near-duplicate
passage alignment problem in two long texts as dened below.

Denition 2.1 (all-pair near-duplicate passage alignment). Given
two texts T and S , a similarity threshold θ , it nds all the passage
pairs T [i1, j1] and S[i2, j2] s.t. jaccard (T [i1, j1], S[i2, j2]) ≥ θ .

For example, consider the two texts T on the left and S on the
right in Figure 1. Let the similarity threshold θ = 0.7. ThenT [13, 47]
and S[7, 39] (the highlighted ones) are a pair of near-duplicate
passages as jaccard (T [13, 47], S[7, 39]) = 21

27 ≥ θ .
For ease of understanding, we rst consider the simple case

where all words in a text are distinct, i.e., no word appears multiple
times in a text. We show how to adapt our techniques to lift the
above no-duplicate-word assumption in Section 6. In addition, we
show how to address a few more practical variants of the all-pair
near-duplicate passage alignment problem in Sections 5.4 and 5.5,
including (1) generating only deduplicated, longest near-duplicate
passages; (2) generating sentence-level near-duplicate passages
rather than word-level ones; and (iii) generating near-duplicate
passages no shorter than a given threshold.

Min-Hash. Let π be a random permutation π : U → U , whereU
is the universe. π (S ) is the sequence of elements in the set S sorted
in the order of π . The min-hash of a set S is the rst element in
π (S ), denoted asmin(π (S )). The probability at which the min-hash
of two sets are equal is equivalent to their jaccard similarity, i.e.,

Pr(min(π (S1)) =min(π (S2)) =
|S1 ∩ S2 |

|S1 ∪ S2 |
= jaccard (S1, S2).

Then one can estimate the jaccard similarity between two sets
S1 and S2 from k independent permutations as

1
k

k∑
i=1

1{min(πi (S1)) =min(πi (S2))}.

However, it is expensive to generate and store k permutations. In
practice, the universal hashing is usually employed and entails good
enough performance [24]. A universal hashing is a family of hash
functions. In our implementation, we usehash(x ) = (ax+b) mod p
where a and b are randomly chosen integers modulo p with a , 0
and p is a large prime and x is an integer id of a word. Each distinct
word is mapped to an auto-increment integer id . Since the min-
hash is an accurate estimate of the jaccard similarity, hereinafter,
we focus on nding all window pairs whose min-hash collide at
least τ = dθke times out of k random universal hash functions.

Example 2.2. As shown in Figure 2, consider the two textsT and
S on the left and right sides. The random universal hash function
f1 hashes each word in the two texts to an integer as shown in the
two blue tables on top, where the rst row shows word positions
and the second row shows the word hash value. Similarly, another
random universal hash function f2 hashes the words in the two

Algorithm 1: Framework(T , S,k,θ )
Input: T and S : two texts; k : the number of hash functions; θ :

the similarity threshold;
Output: All the near-duplicate passage pairs in T and S .
initialize an empty hash table H ;1

foreach i = 1 to k do2

randomly choose a universal hash function hash;3

calculate the min-hash for all the windows in T ;4

calculate the min-hash for all the windows in S ;5

for each pair of windows from T and S with the same6

min-hash, increase its occurrence in H by 1;
return all window pairs in H with at least dθke occurrences;7

texts and generates the two black tables on the bottom. For the rst
hash function, the min-hash of T is f1 (T [10]) = 15 as the word
T [10] has the minimum hash value. Similarly the min-hash of S is
f1 (S[7]) = 10. For the second hash function, the min-hash of T is
f2 (T [3]) = 10, which collides with the min-hash f2 (S[6]) = 10 of S .
Thus we estimate the jaccard similarity of T and S as 1/2 as their
min-hash collide once out of two hash functions (i.e., permutations).

3 THE FRAMEWORK

Our framework enumerates every window of the two texts and
calculate their min-hash. A pair of windows in the two documents
collide if they share the same min-hash value. This process is re-
peated k times and all window pairs collide at least τ = dθke times
are returned. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.

Let n andm be the numbers of words in the two texts. There are
O (n2) and O (m2) windows in the two texts and in the worst case
all windows share the same min-hash. Thus the time complexity of
this approach is O (kn2m2) and the space complexity is O (n2m2).

Clearly, the framework approach is prohibitively expensive as a
large number of windows and window pairs are enumerated. We
observe that the nearby or overlapping windows often share the
same min-hash. Thus we propose to pack the nearby and overlap-
ping windows with the same min-hash to a compact representation
and generate results directly from the compact representations.

4 COMPACTWINDOW

To avoid enumerating the enormous number of windows in a text,
in this section, we rst propose to use a few “compact windows” to
represent all the windows in a text and then show how to eciently
generate all the compact windows in a text.

4.1 Compact Window

A compact window concisely represents a large number of nearby
and overlapping windows that share the same min-hash in a text.
As shown in Figure 2 on the top-left, we observe that any win-
dow in T [2, 9] containing T [6] would have the same min-hash
hash(T [6]) = 20. This is because the word T [6] has the minimum
hash value among all the words in T [2, 9]. By the denition of
min-hash, its hash value is the min-hash for any window in T [2, 9]
containing T [6]. Based on this observation, we dene a compact
window as a tuple 〈l , r , c〉 of three integers, where T [c] has the
minimum hash value among all the words in T [l , r ]. Moreover, to
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Text T

l
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c

Text T

l c'

<T, hash, l, c, c'>

rc''

<T, hash, c, r, c''>
pivot pivot

pivot

Figure 3: Generating compactwindows: divide-and-conquer.

reduce redundancy, the range [l , r ]must be maximal, i.e., extending
the range [l , r ] on either side (if possible) would introduce a word
with a smaller hash value than T [c]. We formally dene a compact
window as below. Note here we assume there is no duplicate word
and hash value in a text. We lift the assumptions in Section 6.

Denition 4.1 (Compact Window). Given a hash function hash, a
compact window in a text T is a tuple 〈T ,hash, l , r , c〉 where
• 1 ≤ l ≤ c ≤ r ≤ |T |;
• hash(T [c]) < hash(T [i]) ∀ l ≤ i , c ≤ r ;
• hash(T [c]) > hash(T [l − 1]) if l , 1;
• hash(T [c]) > hash(T [r + 1]) if r , |T |.

For example, 〈T , f1, 2, 9, 6〉 is a compact window as shown in
Figure 2 on the top-left side. For ease of presentation, we abbreviate
a compact window as 〈l , r , c〉 when the hash function hash and
the text T are clear from the context. As shown in Figure 3 on
the top, we say T [i, j] is a window of the compact window 〈l , r , c〉
i. l ≤ i ≤ c ≤ j ≤ r . Obviously, a compact window 〈l , r , c〉 has
(c − l + 1) (r − c + 1) windows, which are all the sub-windows in
T [l , r ] containing the word T [c]. All the windows of a compact
window share the same min-hash, as stated below.

Lemma 4.2. For any compact window 〈T ,hash, l , r , c〉, the min-
hash values of all its windows are the same, which are hash(T [c]).

The proof is straight-forward following Denition 4.1. The for-
mal proof is omitted here due to the space limit. For any compact
window 〈T ,hash, l , r , c〉, we dene its pivot as c and pivot word as
T [c]. Based on the maximality property of compact windows, it is
easy to see that, there is one and only one compact window with
pivot c in a text T for each 1 ≤ c ≤ |T |, as formalized below.

Lemma 4.3. There is one and only one compact window with pivot
c in a text T for each 1 ≤ c ≤ |T |.

Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose there are two
compact windows 〈l , r , c〉 and 〈l ′, r ′, c〉 where l , l ′ or r , r ′ for
some 1 ≤ c ≤ |T |. Without loss of generality, suppose l , l ′ and l <
l ′. On one hand, by Denition 4.1, as 〈l ′, r ′, c〉 is a compact window,
hash(T [l ′ − 1]) < hash(T [c]). On the other hand, since l ≤ l ′ − 1 <
c ≤ r , we have l ′ − 1 ∈ [l , r ]. In addition, based on Denition 4.1, as
〈l , r , c〉 is a compact window, hash(T [l ′ − 1]) > hash(T [c]), which
contradicts with hash(T [l ′ − 1]) < hash(T [c]). �

Clearly, a text T with n words has exactly n compact windows,
one for each position. We dene the min-hash of a compact window
〈T ,hash, l , r , c〉 as hash(T [c]), i.e., the hash value of its pivot word.
Clearly, none of any two compact windows in a text have the same
min-hash under the “no-duplicate-word” assumption. Thus any
window inT can be in at most one compact window ofT (otherwise

the window has two dierent min-hash values, which contradicts
with the denition of min-hash), as stated below.

Lemma 4.4. Any window in T is in one and only one compact
window of T .

Proof. For any window T [i, j], let its min-hash be the hash
value of T [c]. Clearly i ≤ c ≤ j. Consider the compact window
〈l , r , c〉 with pivot c . By Denition 4.1 and the denition of min-
hash, l ≤ i and r ≥ j must hold. Thus the windowT [i, j]must be in
this compact window. On the other hand, none of any two compact
windows in the text T have the same min-hash value. If there is a
window exists in two compact windows, the windowmust have two
dierent min-hash values based on Lemma 4.2, which contradicts
with the denition of min-hash. �

Based on Lemma 4.4, all theO (n2) windows in a textT are in the
compact windows ofT , which there are onlyO (n) of them.We show
in Section 5 how to produce all near-duplicate passages directly
from the compact windows. Next we rst develop two algorithms
to generate all the compact windows in a given text.

4.2 Generating Compact Windows

Based on Lemma 4.3, we develop Algorithm 2 to generate all the
compact windows in a text T . It visits each position c in the input
text T and generates the compact window with pivot c . Speci-
cally, it starts with l = r = c and decreases l (or increases r ) by 1
(if possible) as long as hash(T [c]) < hash(T [l]) (or hash(T [c]) <
hash(T [r ])) holds. Once l and r are xed, 〈l , r , c〉 must be a com-
pact window based on Denition 4.1 and is added to the result set.
Finally, all the n compact windows in the result set are returned.
The time complexity of this algorithm is O (n2). This is because in
the worst case the whole text is scanned for each position c . The
space complexity is O (n) for storing the n compact windows.

Example 4.5. As shown in Figure 2, consider the textT on the left
and the hash function f1. It rst generates a compact window with
pivot c = 1. At the beginning, l = r = c = 1. As l cannot be smaller,
we have l = 1. As f1 (T [c = 1]) = 18 < f1 (T [r + 1 = 2]) = 66,
we increase r by 1 and r is 2. Next, as f1 (T [1]) < f1 (T [3]) = 64, r
is increased by 1 again and becomes 3. This is repeated until r is
increased to 9. As f1 (T [1]) = 18 > f1 (T [10]) = 15, the while loop
stops. A compact window 〈l = 1, r = 9, c = 1〉 is generated. Next it
nds the compact window for the pivot c = 2 and gets 〈2, 2, 2〉. This
is repeated until c = 17 when all compact windows are generated.

A Divide-and-Conquer Algorithm. Next we design a more e-
cient divide-and-conquer algorithm to accommodate long texts. As
shown in Figure 3, instead of nding compact windows from the
beginning of the text, we propose to generate the compact window
for the word with the smallest hash value rst. More specically, let
T [c] be the word in T with the smallest hash value. Based on De-
nition 4.1, 〈1,n, c〉 must be a compact window. Moreover, no other
compact window in T can go across (i.e., contain) T [c]; otherwise,
suppose 〈l ′, r ′, c ′〉 is a compact window where l ′ ≤ c ′ , c ≤ r ′.
Based on Denition 4.1, the hash value of T [c ′] must be smaller
than that ofT [c], which contradicts with that the hash value ofT [c]
is minimum among all words inT . Thus it is sucient to recursively
nd compact windows in the two parts T [1, c − 1] and T [c + 1,n]



Algorithm 2: ScanCompactWindow(T , hash)
Input: T : a text; hash: a hash function.
Output: All compact windows in T .
foreach 1 ≤ c ≤ |T | do1

l = r = c;2

while l ≥ 1 and hash(T [l−1])>hash(T [c]) do l=l−13

while r≤|T | and hash(T [r+1])>hash(T [c]) do r=r+1
add 〈l , r , c〉 to A;

return A;4

Algorithm 3: DivCompactWindow(T , hash)
Input: T : a text; hash: a hash function.
Output: All compact windows in T .
build a segment tree ST with all the hash values in T ;1

DivideConqer(ST, 1, |T |,A);2

return A;3

Algorithm 4: DivideConqer(ST, l , r ,A)
Input: ST: a segment tree; [l , r ]: a range; A: compact windows.
if r ≥ l then1

nd T [c] with the min. hash value by ST where l ≤ c ≤ r ;2

add 〈l , r , c〉 to A;3

DivideConqer(ST, l , c − 1,A);4

DivideConqer(ST, c + 1, r ,A);5

independently. This procedure is repeated until all parts are empty.
Since each position generates one and only one compact window,
the above process can obtain all the n compact windows in the text.
The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithms 3 and 4.

Example 4.6. Consider the text T and the hash function f1 in
Figure 2. Starting with the range l = 1 and r = |T | = 17, the
minimum hash value in T [1, 17] is f1 (T [10]) = 15. Thus c = 10 and
a compact window 〈1, 17, 10〉 is generated. Then, it divides the range
into two [l , c − 1] = [1, 9] and [c + 1, r ] = [11, 17] and nds compact
windows in them. For the former one, the minimum hash value
in it (i.e., T [1, 9]) is f1 (T [1]) = 18. Therefore c = 1 and a compact
window 〈1, 9, 1〉 is generated. Next the range [1, 9] is divided into
two [1, 0] and [2, 9]. For the rst one, as r = 0 < l = 1, no compact
window is generated and the range is not further divided.

Theorem 4.7. Algorithms 2 and 3 are sound (i.e., all compact
windows in the input text are generated) and correct (i.e., all tuples
generated are compact windows of the input text).

Complexity Analysis. Note that to eciently nd the minimum
hash value in a range, we build a segment tree, which is a balanced
binary tree. Each leaf node corresponds to a position in the text. In
addition, each node in the segment tree is associated with a range,
the minimum hash value in the range, and its position. For each
leaf node of position p, its range, minimum hash value and word
position are [p,p], hash(T [p]), and p, respectively. The range of an
internal node is the union of the ranges in its two children. The
minimum hash value and position are copied from the child node
with smaller minimum hash value. Using the segment tree, the
minimum hash value and its position in any range can be retrieved
in O (logn) time [8], where n is the text length.

The time and space complexity of the divide-and-conquer al-
gorithm are respectively O (n logn) and O (n). This is because the
function DivideConqer is invoked once for each position in the
text. Thus in total it is invoked O (n) times. By leveraging the seg-
ment tree, each invocation of the function takes O (logn) time to
nd the minimum hash value. The segment tree takes O (n) time
and space to construct. Thus the total time complexity isO (n logn).

5 FINDING ALL-PAIR NEAR-DUPLICATES

In this section, we discuss how to generate all-pair near-duplicate
passages directly from the compact windows of two texts and how
to enforce a few practical constraints in the results.

5.1 Collided Compact Window Pairs

Once all the compact windows of two texts T and S are gener-
ated, we pair their compact windows with the same min-hash, i.e.,
〈T ,h1, l1, r1, c1〉 from T and 〈S,h2, l2, r2, c2〉 from S where h1 = h2
and h1 (T [c1]) = h2 (S[c2]), which we call a collided compact window
pair. For example, Figure 2 shows three collided compact window
pairs. The compact window 〈T , f1, 2, 9, 6〉 collides with another
compact window 〈S, f1, 8, 14, 11〉 as f1 (T [6]) = f1 (S[11]) = 20.

Based on Lemma 4.2, all window pairs in a collided compact
window pair share the same min-hash. A naive approach would
enumerate all the window pairs in every collided compact window
pair and count the occurrence of the window pairs. All window
pairs with at least τ = dkθe occurrence are near-duplicate passages.
Clearly, this naive approach is prohibitive expensive as the number
of window pairs is huge as discussed earlier.

To avoid the enumeration, we observe that the number of results,
i.e., the window pairs sharing at least τ min-hash, is not too many
in practice. Thus, in contrast, we propose to nd the set of at least τ
collided compact window pairs whose “intersection” is non-empty,
i.e., at least one window pair appear in every collided compact
window pair in the set and thus share all their min-hash. Obviously,
all the window pairs in the “intersection” of such a set are results.
Moreover, we can prove every result is in the intersection of one
such set. Thus it is sucient for us to nd all such sets.

5.2 Generating Near-Duplicate Passage Pairs

For ease of presentation, for a compact window 〈l , r , c〉, we name
[l , c] and [c, r ] as its left and right intervals, respectively. LetWx be
the set of all compact windows inT . We rst generate all the subsets
ofWx i) whose size is at least τ = dkθe, ii) the intersection of all the
left intervals of whose compact windows is non-empty, and iii) the
intersection of all the right intervals of whose compact windows
is non-empty. For each of such subsetW ′x , we have |W ′x | ≥ τ , the
intersection of its left intervals [l lx , lrx ] , ϕ, and the intersection of
its right intervals [r lx , r rx ] , ϕ. Obviously, for any lx ∈ [l lx , lrx ] and
rx ∈ [r lx , r rx ], the window T [lx , rx ] must appear in every compact
window in the subsetW ′x . Next, we process S similarly as follows.

Let Wy be the set of compact windows in S collided with at
least one compact window inW ′x . Then, again, we generate all
the subsets ofWy i) whose size is at least τ , ii) the intersection
of whose left intervals is non-empty, and iii) the intersection of
whose right intervals is non-empty. For each of such subsetW ′y , we
have |W ′y | ≥ τ and any window S[ly , ry ] starting from ly ∈ [l ly , lry ],



the intersection of all the left intervals inW ′y , and ending with
ry ∈ [r ly , r ry ], the intersection of all the right intervals inW ′y , must
be in every compact window inW ′y . As every compact window in
W ′y collides with at least one compact window inW ′x , the window
pairT [lx , rx ] and S[ly , ry ]must appear in at least τ collided compact
window pairs for any lx ∈ [l lx , lrx ], rx ∈ [r lx , r rx ], ly ∈ [l ly , lry ], and
ry ∈ [r ly , r ry ]. That is to say the window pair must share at least τ
min-hash values and are a near-duplicate passage pair.

Moreover, every near-duplicate passage pair in T and S (i.e., a
window pair sharing at least τ common min-hash) corresponds to
a pair of such subsetsW ′x andW ′y , as formalized below.

Lemma 5.1. A pair of windows T [lx , rx ] and S[ly , ry ] share τ
common min-hash i. there are τ collided compact window pairs
〈T ,hi , l

i
x , r

i
x , c

i
x 〉 and 〈S,hi , l

i
y , r

i
y , c

i
y 〉, where 1 ≤ i ≤ τ , such that

lx ∈ ∩i [l ix , cix ], rx ∈ ∩i [cix , r ix ], ly ∈ ∩i [l iy , ciy ], and ry ∈ ∩i [ciy , r iy ].

5.3 The Allign Algorithm

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code for aligning all-pair near-
duplicate passages in two texts T and S . It rst generates all the
compact windowsWx andWy in the two texts with k dierent
hash functions (Lines 1 to 4). Those compact windows inWx do not
collided with any compact window inWy are removed fromWx as
they lead no collided compact window pair (Line 5). Then, the pro-
cedure FindSubsets nds all qualied subsets ofWx , i.e., subsets of
size at least τ = dkθe and whose left and right interval intersections
are both non-empty (Line 7). Next, for each of such subsetW ′x , the
algorithm rst gets its corresponding collided subsetW ′y inWy , i.e.,
the set of compact windows inWy collided with those inW ′x . Then
it invokes FindSubsets again to nd all the qualied subsets ofW ′y
(Lines 8 to 10). Finally, for each of such subsetW ′′y , the algorithm
gets its corresponding collided subsetW ′′x inW ′x . The compact win-
dows inW ′′x andW ′′y form collided compact window pairs and there
are at least τ of them. Every window pair in the “intersection” of all
these collided compact window pairs are a near-duplicate passage
pair (Lines 11 to 13). Specically, let the i-th compact window inW ′′x
andW ′′y be 〈l ix , r ix , cix 〉 and 〈l iy , r iy , ciy 〉, respectively. Then the win-
dow pair T [lx , rx ] and S[ly , ry ] are a near-duplicate pair for every
(lx , rx , ly , ry ) ∈ ∩i [l ix , cix ] × ∩i [cix , r ix ] × ∩i [l iy , ciy ] × ∩i [ciy , r iy ].

Algorithms 6, 7, and 8 show the pseudo-code for nding all
qualied subsets of an input compact window setW . FindSubsets
is the entry point. It repeatedly invokes PushDown to insert all
the left (or right) intervals ofW to a segment tree ST. The segment
tree (a.k.a., balanced binary tree) ST records the widest disjoint
ranges/segments each interval covers. It can be implemented using
an array of size 2n, where n is the text length. Each tree node has
a range eld. For the leaf node ST[n+i].range = [i+1, i+1], where
0≤i<n. The range of an internal node is the union of the ranges of its
two child nodes, i.e., ST[i].range = ST[2i].range ∪ ST[2i+1].range
for 1≤i<n. In addition, we maintain a global timestamp for ST and
a local timestamp for each node ST[i] to reuse the segment tree.

As illustrated in Algorithm 7, each interval is inserted to the rst
tree nodes whose ranges are covered by the interval in a top-down
manner (Lines 1 to 7), which there are at most logn of them [8].
The eld “list” of a node keeps the ids of compact windows whose

Algorithm 5: Allign(T , S,k,θ )
Input: T : a text; S : another text; k : the number of hash

functions; θ : similarity threshold;
Output: All-pair near-duplicate passages in T and S .
foreach i = 1 to k do1

Generate a random universal hash function hi ;2

Wx =Wx ∪ DivCompactWindow(T , hi );3

Wy =Wy ∪ DivCompactWindow(S , hi );4

Remove fromWx compact windows have no collision inWy ;5

Build a segment tree ST with the range [1,max ( |T |, |S |)];6

Ax = FindSubsets(ST, dkθe,Wx );7

foreachW ′x ∈ Ax do8

LetW ′y be the “collided” subset of compact windows inWy9

collided with those inW ′x ;
Ay = FindSubsets(ST, dkθe,W ′y );10

foreachW ′′y ∈ Ay and its collided subsetW ′′x ofW ′x do11

Add the pair T [lx , rx ] and S[ly , ry ] to A for every12

lx ∈ ∩〈l ix ,c ix ,r ix 〉∈W ′′
x
[l ix , cix ] = [maxi (l

i
x ),mini (c

i
x )],

rx ∈ ∩〈l ix ,c ix ,r ix 〉∈W ′′
x
[cix , r ix ] = [maxi (c

i
x ),mini (r

i
x )],

ly ∈ ∩〈l iy,c iy,r iy 〉∈W ′′
y
[l iy , ciy ] = [maxi (l

i
y ),mini (c

i
y )],

ry ∈ ∩〈l iy,c iy,r iy 〉∈W ′′
y
[ciy , r iy ] = [maxi (c

i
y ),mini (r

i
y )];

return A;13

Algorithm 6: FindSubsets(ST,τ ,W )
Input: ST: a segment tree; τ : an integer;W : compact windows.
Output: A: all subsets ofW of size at least τ whose left and

right interval intersections are both non-empty.
foreach the i-th compact window 〈l , r , c〉 ∈W do1

PushDown(ST′, ST′.root = 1, l , c, i,C ′);2

Refine(ST′,τ , C ′,A′);3

foreachW ′ ∈ A′ do4

foreach 〈l , r , c〉 ∈W ′, which is the i-th one inW do5

PushDown(ST, ST.root = 1, c, r , i,C);6

Refine(ST,τ , C,A);7

return A;8

Algorithm 7: PushDown(ST,node, l , r , i,C)
Input: ST: a segment tree; node: node index; [l , r ]: an interval;

i: a compact window id; C: candidates.
if ST[node].range is fully covered by [l , r ] then1

add i to ST[node].list and node to C;2

else3

if [l , r ] intersects with ST[2 × node].range then4

PushDown(ST, 2 × node, l , r , i,C)5

if [l , r ] intersects with ST[2 × node + 1].range then6

PushDown(ST, 2 × node + 1, l , r , i,C)7

intervals are inserted to this node. All tree nodes whose ranges
fully covered by any interval are added to C as candidates (Line 2).

Algorithms 8 is invoked by FindSubsets to rene the candidates.
For each node in C , it merges the compact windows on this node



Algorithm 8: Refine(ST,τ ,C,A)
Input: ST: segment tree; τ : threshold; C : candidates; A: results.
foreach node ∈ C do1

letW be the union of list in ST[node] and all its ancestors;2

addW to A if it is generated by ≥ τ unique hash functions;3

deduplicate A and return A;4

and all its ancestors (Lines 1 to 2). These compact windows are
exactly all the compact windows whose left (or right) intervals
covering the range of the node. Only if those compact window are
generated by at least τ = dkθe distinct hash functions out of all
the k ones, the setW of all these compact windows is added to the
result A as a qualied subset (Line 3). This is because the range of
this node is in the intersection of all the intervals ofW , which is
non-empty and the size ofW is no smaller than τ . The requirement
for distinct hash functions is to guarantee the collisions are from at
least τ dierent universal hash functions. Finally, the deduplicated
results A are returned (Line 4).

Example 5.2. Consider the example in Figure 3 and suppose
k = 2, θ = 0.8, and τ = d1.6e = 2. Allign rst generates all the
compact windows in T and S using the two universal hash func-
tions f1 and f2. After removing the compact windows with no col-
lision,Wx contains 6 compact windows w1 = 〈T , f1, 2, 9, 6〉,w2 =
〈T , f1, 7, 7, 7〉,w3 = 〈T , f1, 11, 16, 14〉,w4 = 〈T , f2, 4, 10, 7〉,w5 =
〈T , f1, 6, 6, 6〉,w6 = 〈T , f2, 12, 14, 14〉. Then Allign generates the
collection Ax of qualied subsets, where there are four of them
{w1,w4}, {w1,w5}, {w2,w4}, and {w3,w6}, whose left and right in-
terval intersections are respectively [4, 6] and [7, 9], [6, 6] and [6, 6],
[7, 7] and [7, 7], [12, 14] and [14, 14]. Next for each of them, Al-
lign checks the collided compact windows inWy . For the subset
W ′x = {w1,w4}, its collided subsetW ′y containsw7 = 〈S, f1, 8, 14, 11〉
and w8 = 〈S, f2, 7, 13, 10〉. Then Allign nds qualied subsets of
W ′y , where there is only one {w7,w8} whose left and right inter-
val intersections are respectively [8, 10] and [11, 13]. Finally, Al-
lign nds 81 near-duplicate passage pairs T [i, j] and S[p,q] where
(i, j,p,q) ∈ [4, 6] × [7, 9] × [8, 10] × [11, 13] from the two subsets.

Complexity Analysis. It takesO (k (n logn+m logm)) to generate
the compactwindows for the two texts andO (max (n logn,m logm))
to build the segment tree. There are O (kn) and O (km) compact
windows inWx andWy respectively. It takes O ( |W | logn) invok-
ing PushDown to insert all compact windows inW to the seg-
ment tree. Refine takes O ( |C | logn) time to verify the candidate
node setC . In total, FindSubset takesO ( |W | logn) +O ( |C | logn) +
|C |(O ( |W | logn)+O ( |C | logn)) where |C | = O ( |W | logn). Thus the
time complexity of FindSubset is O ( |W |2 log3 n). In addition, the
result size |A| is the smaller one of O ( |C |2) = O ( |W |2 log2 n) and
O (n2). In total, the time complexity of Allign is O (k2n2 log3 n +
k2n2m2 log3m). Note that this is the worst case time complexity
whereW ′x ,W ′′x ,W ′y , andW ′′y all have the largest possible sizeO (kn)

(orO (km)). However, in practice, the sizes of these subsets decrease
exponentially. Moreover, for two texts with few or no near-duplicate
passages, the size ofWx becomes very small after removing the
non-collided compact windows (Line 5 in Algorithm 5).

5.4 Finding The Longest Near-Duplicate Pairs

In practice, there are many redundant near-duplicate passages
where one contains another. For example, in Figure 1, all excerpts
of the highlighted passages are near-duplicates, e.g., the pair “treat
people with dignity” and “treat people with dignity and respect”
and the identical pair “word is your bond” and “word is your bond”.

Problem Denition. To avoid the redundant near-duplicate pas-
sages, we propose to generate only the longest near-duplicate pas-
sages at the same place, i.e., a near-duplicate window pair will not be
reported if they are sub-windows of (i.e., fully covered by) another
pair of longer near-duplicate windows, as formalized below.

Denition 5.3 (all-pair longest near-duplicate passage alignment).
Given two textsT and S , a similarity threshold θ , it nds all the pas-
sage pairsT [i1, j1] and S[i2, j2] s.t. i) jaccard (T [i1, j1], S[i2, j2]) ≥ θ
and ii) ∀ T [i ′1, j

′
1] ⊇ T [i1, j1] and S[i ′2, j

′
2] ⊇ S[i2, j2], except for

T [i ′1, j
′
1]=T [i1, j1] and S[i

′
2, j
′
2]=S[i2, j2], jaccard (T [i

′
1, j
′
1], S[i

′
2, j
′
2])<θ .

Example 5.4. Consider the two texts T and S in Figure 1. Let
θ = 0.78. Though the jaccard similarity of the pair T [14, 47] and
S[8, 39] is 29

37 ≥ θ , they will not be reported. This is because there
are another longer pair of near-duplicate passages T [13, 47] and
S[7, 39] (the highlighted ones) whose jaccard similarity 30

38 ≥ θ . As
one can verify, this pair is the longest pair and it will be reported.

Rene Results. We still use the min-hash to estimate the jaccard
similarity.We observe that among all thewindow pairsT [lx , rx ] and
S[ly , ry ] where lx ∈ ∩i [l ix , cix ], rx ∈ ∩i [cix , r ix ], ly ∈ ∩i [l iy , ciy ], and
ry ∈ ∩i [ciy , r iy ], the pair T [lmax

x , rmin
x ] and S[lmax

y , rmin
y ] are the

longest one and dominate all the others, where lmax
x =maxi (l

i
x ),

i.e., the largest one among all l ix , and rmin
x , lmax

y , rmin
y are similarly

dened. Thus we only generate one longest window pair for each
pair of subsetsW ′′x andW ′′y in Allign (Line 13 in Algorithm 5).

Moreover, when enforcing the longest near-duplicate passage
constraint in Allign, the computation cost can be largely reduced.
This is because a large number of candidate subsets can be removed
from C in Algorithm 8, Refine, as they are dominate by the others.

RemovingDominatedCandidate Subsets. Specically, consider
a node u in the segment tree ST and any of its leftmost descendant
v , i.e., the left boundaries of u.range and v .range are identical. We
observe that u.range fully covers v .range. ThusWu ⊆ Wv , where
Wu andWv are the subsets of compact windows whose left inter-
vals cover u.range and v .range, respectively. We show we can skip
Wu even if it is a qualied subset w.r.t., the left intervals, i.e., the
intersection of its left intervals are non-empty and its size is at least
τ = dkθe.

More specically, ifWu is a qualied subset (w.r.t., left intervals),
its supersetWv must also be a qualied subset (w.r.t., left inter-
vals) as |Wv | ≥ |Wu | ≥ τ and the intersection of the left intervals
inWv covers v .range by denition, which is non-empty. In addi-
tion, as discussed earlier, only the longest pair T [lmax

x , rmin
x ] and

S[lmax
y , rmin

y ] are required to report, where lmax
x is the maximum

left boundary in the qualied subset. As u.range and v .range have
the same left boundary, the maximum one among all left boundaries
inWv andWu are also identical. The same applies to lmax

y . Thus
any longest near-duplicate passage pair result fromWu can also be
generated byWv and it is safe to skip the subsetWu .



This can be implemented by removing the node fromC if one of
its leftmost descendant is also inC when processing the left intervals
in Refine (Line 3 in Algorithm 6). Similarly, when processing the
right intervals (Line 7 in Algorithm 6), we remove the node from C
if one of its rightmost descendant is also in C .

Complexity Analysis. By removing the dominated qualied sub-
sets, |C | = O (n). Thus the worst-case time complexity of Allign
becomes O (kn2 logn + kn2m2 logm).

5.5 Avoiding Short Near-Duplicate Passages

Passage Length Threshold. Short near-duplicate passages are
usually meaningless. For example, any pair of common words in
two texts are near-duplicate passages as their jaccard similarity is 1.
To avoid short near-duplicate passages, a passage length threshold
β can be enforced, where near-duplicate passage pair T [i1, j1] and
S[i2, j2] are reported only if both j1 − i1 + 1 ≥ β and j2 − i2 +
1 ≥ β . Allign can seamlessly support a passage length threshold
while largely reduce the computation cost. For this purpose, when
generating compact windows, divide-and-conquer stops whenever
r − l + 1 < β , instead of r < l in Algorithm 4.

Sentence-level Near-duplicate Passages. Alternatively, we can
nd the sentence-level near-duplicate passages to avoid short near-
duplicates. Specically, near-duplicate passage pair T [i1, j1] and
S[i2, j2] are reported only if both words T [i1] and S[i2] are right af-
ter periods and both wordsT [j1] andT [j2] are right before periods.

To support this constraint inAllign, for each generated compact
window 〈l , r , c〉, we map it to a smaller one 〈l ′, r ′, c〉, where l ′ ≥ l
is the smallest position such thatT [l ′] is a word right after a period
and r ′ ≤ r is the largest position such that T [r ′] is a word right
before a period. Note that the compact window is dropped if l ′ > c
or r ′ < c . The number of converted compact windows equals the
number of sentences in the text. Thus the computation cost is
largely reduced. A verication step can be added to remove the
remaining short or non-sentence-level near-duplicate passage pairs.

The two constraints, along with the longest constraint in Sec-
tion 5.4, can be combined. That is a sentence-level near-duplicate
passage pair are reported only if each passage contains at least β
sentences. In addition, a near-duplicate passage pair is omitted if
they are fully covered by another pair of longer near-duplicate pas-
sages. Any combination of the three constraints can be seamlessly
supported by Allign.

Note that seeding-and-merging with sentences as seeds [13, 30,
31] cannot address our sentence-level all-pair near-duplicate pas-
sage alignment problem. This is because they cannot detect near-
duplicate passages of break-up sentences. For example, as shown in
Figure 1, the one sentence “that you work · · · and respect” has low
jaccard similarity with each of the three break-up sentences “That
you work · · · ”, “That your word · · · ”, and “That you treat · · · ”. How-
ever, the three consecutive sentences as a whole is near-duplicate
to the one sentence, which Allign can detect them.

6 WORD MULTIPLICITY

In the case where there are multiple appearances of a word in a
window, we need to assign a dierent hash value to each of its
appearances. For this purpose, we associate an integer x with each
word T [c] = w in a window T [i, j], where x is the number of

occurrences of w in T [i, c], and denote it as a multiplicity word
wx . The hash function hash(T [c],T [i, j]) = hash(wx ) either takes
a multiplicity wordwx as input or takes a window and a word in
it as input and outputs the hash value of the word in the window.
Note that for any x , y, the two multiplicity wordswx , wy and
hash(wx ) , hash(wy )

1. For example, the passage (A,A,B,B,B)
become (A1,A2,B1,B2,B3) and the passage (A,A,A,B,B) become
(A1,A2,A3,B1,B2). Their intersection is (A1,A2,B1,B2) and their
union is (A1,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3). Thus their jaccard similarity is 4

6 .

6.1 Multiplicity Compact Window

The hash value of the word T [c] = w depends on the window
T [i, j] containing it, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ c ≤ j ≤ |T |. For each pos-
sible hash value hash(wx ), similar as before, we use the compact
window to represent all the windows T [i, j] whose min-hash is
hash(T [c],T [i, j]) = hash(wx ), i.e., T [c] is the x-th occurrence of
the wordw in T [i, j] and has the minimum hash value among all
the words in T [i, j].

For this purpose, we dene a compactwindow as a tuple 〈l , le , c, r 〉
of four integers. It represents/contains all the windowsT [i, j]where
l ≤ i ≤ le and c ≤ j ≤ r . Note that the second eld le guarantees
that the word T [c] = w has the same multiplicity x in all the rep-
resented windows. In addition, the word T [c] must also have the
minimum hash value hash(T [c],T [i, j]) = hash(wx ) among all the
words in any window T [i, j] of the compact window.

Denition 6.1 (Multiplicity Compact Window). A multiplicity
compact window is a tuple 〈T ,hash, l , le , c, r 〉 where
• 1 ≤ l ≤ le ≤ c ≤ r ≤ |T |;
• Let x be the number of occurrence of the word T [c] = w in
T [le , c]. Themin-hash of the windowT [i, j] for any l ≤ i ≤ le and
c ≤ j ≤ r is the same, which is hash(T [c],T [i, j]) = hash(wx ).

Example 6.2. In Figure 5, row x shows the hash values of the
words with multiplicity x (if there is any). For the hash function f1,
the hash value of the rst appearances of you is f1 (T [1],T [1, 13]) =
f1 (you1) = 84. The tuple 〈T , f1, 1, 1, 3, 13〉 is a multiplicity com-
pact window and contains 11 windows (e.g.,T [1, 3],T [1, 4],T [1, 5])
whose min-hash are all f1 (T [3],T [1, 13]) = f1 (you2) = 10. Note
the min-hash of T is f1 (you2) = 10 as the word T [3] appears x = 2
times in T [1, 3] and has the minimum hash value.

6.2 Generating Multiplicity Compact Windows

Similar to the no-duplicate-word case, we develop a divide-and-
conquer algorithm to generate a collection of multiplicity compact
windows to represent all the windows in a text. The divide-and-
conquer method rst generates multiplicity compact windows for
pivot words with the minimum hash value.

Specically, as shown in Figure 4, given a window T [l , r ] and a
hash function hash, letwx be the word inT [l , r ] with the minimum
hash value. Suppose T [c1],T [c2], · · · ,T [cq ] are all the occurrences
of the word w in the window T [l , r ], where ci < c j for any i < j.
Clearly, the min-hash of the windowT [l , r ] is hash(T [cx ],T [l , r ]) =

1We assume there is no duplicate hash values, i.e., the hash function is conict-free.
This can be implemented by replacing hashing with permutation of the words. Fisher-
Yates shue takes O (n) time and space for one permutation, where n is the total
number of distinct multiplicity words. The cost is very small compared to other steps.
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Figure 4: Divide & conquer multiplicity compact windows

hash(wx ). Next, for every i ∈ [0,q −x] (let c0 = l − 1), we show the
tuple 〈ci + 1, ci+1, ci+x , r 〉 is a multiplicity compact window.

Consider any window T [u,v] where u ∈ [ci + 1, ci+1] and
v ∈ [ci+x , r ]. On the one hand, as one can easily verify, the min-
hash of a window must be no larger than the min-hash of any of its
sub-windows. Thus the min-hash of T [u,v] ⊆ T [l , r ] must be no
smaller thanhash(wx ). On the other hand,T [ci+x ]must be the x-th
occurrence of the wordw inT [u,v]. Thus hash(T [ci+x ],T [u,v]) =
hash(wx ). Therefore, based on the denition, themin-hash ofT [u,v]
must behash(T [ci+x ],T [u,v]) = hash(wx ). Based onDenition 6.1,
the tuple 〈ci + 1, ci+1, ci+x , r 〉 is a multiplicity compact window.

Divide-and-Conquer. The above multiplicity compact windows
represent all the windows containing at least x times the word
w . Next, consider the rest of unrepresented windows containing
less than x times the word w . Clearly, for any 0 ≤ i ≤ q, all the
sub-windows in T [ci + 1, ci+x − 1] contain less than x times the
word w . We can recursively use the above process to generate
multiplicity compact windows to represent all those sub-windows.
However, we observe that two adjacent windowsT [ci + 1, ci+x − 1]
and T [ci+1 + 1, ci+x+1 − 1] may share common sub-windows. To
avoid representing the same window multiple times, we recursively
generate multiplicity compact windows to represent only those sub-
window in T [ci + 1, ci+x − 1] whose starting positions are within
[ci + 1, ci+1]. In this way, none of any sub-window is represented
twice. To this end, we add another parameter to indicate the range
of valid starting positions in the divide-and-conquer algorithm.

Algorithms 9 and 10 show the pseudo-code for generating mul-
tiplicity compact windows in a text. In each iteration, it takes a
range [l , r ] and a maximum starting position le as input and gener-
ates multiplicity compact windows to represent all the windows
T [i, j] where l ≤ i ≤ le and i ≤ j ≤ r . For this purpose, it rst
nds the wordwx with the minimum hash value in T [l , r ] and all
of its appearances T [c1], · · · ,T [cq] in T [l , r ]. Clearly q ≥ x . Then
any window containing at least x times the word w must have
hash(wx ) as its min-hash, which is the minimum for all words in
T [l , r ]. To represent these windows, it generates a compact window
〈ci + 1, ci+1, ci+x , r 〉 for each i ∈ [0,q − x] where c0 = l − 1. Fur-
thermore, it recursively invokes itself to represent windows in the
range of [ci + 1, ci+x − 1] and whose maximum starting position
be ci+1. It stops when le < ci at which time all the windows are
represented. Initially, the range and the maximum start position
are [1, |T |] and |T | respectively to represent all the windows in T .

Example 6.3. As shown in Figure 5.Allign rst nds multiplicity
compact windows in the range of [l = 1, r = 13] and with the
maximum starting position le = 13. As the word you2 has the

Algorithm 9:MultiDivCompactWindows(T , hash)
Input: T : a text; hash: a hash function.
Output: A: multiplicity compact windows in T .
build a segment tree ST with all the hash values in T ;1

MultiDivideConqer(ST, 1, |T |, |T |,A);2

return A;3

Algorithm 10: MultiDivideConqer(ST, l , le , r ,A)
Input: ST: a segment tree; [l , r ]: a range; le : maximum starting

position; A: multiplicity compact windows
if r < l then return nd the minimum hash value hash(wx )1

in T [l , r ] and let T [c1] = · · · = T [cq ] = w be all occurrences of
the wordw in T [l ,r ];
Let c0 = l − 1;2

foreach i = 0 to q − x do3

if le ≥ ci+1 then4

add 〈ci + 1, ci+1, ci+x , r 〉 to A;5

if x = 1 then6

MultiDivideConqer(ST, ci + 1, ci+1 − 1, ci+x − 1,A)
else

MultiDivideConqer(ST, ci + 1, ci+1, ci+x − 1,A)
else7

add 〈ci + 1, le , ci+x , r 〉 to A;8

MultiDivideConqer(ST, ci + 1, le , ci+x − 1,A);9

return;10

MultiDivideConqer(ST, cq−x+1 + 1, le , r ,A);11

return;12

1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 5: An example of word multiplicity

minimum hash value, we have x = 2, q = 3, c0 = 0, c1 = 1,
c2 = 3, and c3 = 11. For i = 0, a multiplicity compact window
〈1, 1, 3, 13〉 is generated and the procedure is recursively invoked for
the range [1, 2] and themaximum position 1. For i = 1, a multiplicity
compact window 〈2, 3, 11, 13〉 is generated and the procedure is
recursively invoked for the range [2, 10] and the maximum position
3. Finally, the procedure is invoked again for the range [4, 13] and
the maximum position 13.

6.3 Near-Duplicate Passage Generation

For each multiplicity compact window 〈l , le , c, r 〉, we use [l , le ] as
its left interval and [c, r ] as its right interval. The rest remains all
the same as the no-duplicate-word case for generating all near-
duplicate passages. The three constraints, i.e., the longest passage
constraint, the passage length constraint, and the sentence-level
constraint, can be implemented in the same way as discussed earlier.
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Figure 6: Evaluating the compact window generation.

Table 1: The settings of our parameters.

Pan11 News
k [50, 100, 200, 400]; default 100 [50, 100, 200, 400]; default 100
θ [0.7, 0.8, 0.9]; default 0.8 [0.6, 0.7, 0.8]; default 0.7
β [20, 40, 60, 80, 100]; default 40 [10, 20, 30,40,50]; default 20
n [100, 1000, 10000]; default 1000 [2000, 4000, 6000]; default 4000

7 EXPERIMENT

In this section, we empirically evaluate Allign. We implemented
all the proposed techniques using C++ and compiled the code using
g++ 7.5 with -O3 optimization. All the experiments were conducted
on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6212U CPU @ 2.40GHz
and 62GB memory running Ubuntu 18.04LTS.

Datasets. We used two datasets Pan112 and News3. Pan11 is a
plagiarism detection benchmark dataset. Each text in it is a book.
There are manually created plagiarism passages in the texts. News
is a news article dataset. Each text is an article on the web. We
used a stopword list consisting of 130 most frequent words. The
stopwords are removed from the texts if not mention otherwise.

Parameter Settings. We evaluated the impact of four parameters.
The jaccard similarity threshold θ , the passage length threshold β ,
the number of random universal hash functions (i.e., permutations)
k , and the text length n in words. The ranges and default values of
the four parameters are shown in Table 1.

7.1 Evaluating Compact Window Generation

In this section, we evaluate the compact window generation by
varying the number of permutations k and the text length n. Note
the similarity threshold θ does not have any impact to the compact
window generation. Two datasets, Pan11 with and without stop-
words, were tested. We randomly drew 100 texts longer than the
maximum n from the datasets and truncated the rst n words to run
the experiments. The average compact window generation time and
the average number of compact windows generated are reported.
We compared four methods. i) allpairs is the vanilla Allignmethod
without any of the three constraints; ii) sentence is Allign with

2https://pan.webis.de/data.html
3https://components.one/datasets/all-the-news-2-news-articles-dataset/

the sentence-level near-duplicate passage constraint as discussed in
Section 5.5. iii)minlen20 andminlen40 are Allignwith the passage
length threshold constraint, where the length threshold are respec-
tively 20 and 40. Note the longest near-duplicate passage constraint
does not aect the compact window generation. Figure 6 shows
the results. For reference, we show the total number of windows
n (n−1)

2 k in the text using the legend naive.
As we can see from the gure, the numbers of compact win-

dows in all the methods were 2 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller
than the total number of windows in naive. This is because the
compact window is a concise representation of a large number of
nearby windows. Moreover, sentence almost always achieved the
best performance because the number of its compact windows is
proportional to the number of sentences instead of the number of
words in the text. allpairs consistently took the longest time and
generated the maximum number of compact windows among all
methods. This is because the passage length threshold constraint
adds an early termination condition in the divid-and-conquer com-
pact window generation algorithm.minlen40 always outperformed
minlen20 as it terminates earlier with a longer length threshold.

Furthermore, we observe that the compact window generation
time and the number of compact window generated both grew
linearly with the number of permutations k . This is because the
permutations are independent to each other in compact window
generation. In addition, we observe the number of compact window
generated grew linearly with the text length, while the compact
window generation time grew super-linearly, especially when the
stopwords were removed. This is consistent with our complexity
analysis where there areO (n) compact windows and the divide-and-
conquer algorithm takes O (n logn) time in the no-duplicate-word
case (when the stopwords were removed, it is more close to the
no-duplicate-word case). It took more time and generated more
compact windows when the stopwords were untouched as the
divide-and-conquer algorithm were invoked more frequently.

7.2 Evaluating Near-Duplicate Generation

In this section, we evaluate the near-duplicate passage generation
by varying the jaccard similarity threshold θ and the text length

https://pan.webis.de/data.html
https://components.one/datasets/all-the-news-2-news-articles-dataset/
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Figure 7: Evaluating near-duplicate passage generation.

Table 2: Comparison with existing text alignment methods.

methods recall precision F1 parameter settings
pkwise 0.27 0.046 0.078 θ = 0.15, width = 40 words
Sef 0.425 0.994 0.595 same as Table 1 in [36]
Allign 0.484 0.957 0.643 θ = 0.15, k = 100, β = 10
Allign + Sef 0.514 0.968 0.672 same as Allign and Sef

n. Two datasets Pan11 and News were tested. For a pair of texts,
the text length n was varied as described in Tabel 1 for one of them
and the text length for the other one was xed as 1000. We report
the near-duplicate passage generation time (excluding the compact
window generation time). Six methods were compared. i) sentence;
ii)minlen20; iii) longest+sent is Allignwith the sentence-level and
the longest near-duplicate passage constraints; iv) longest+len20 is
Allign with the length threshold and the longest near-duplicate
passage constraints where the length threshold is 20; v) all+len20
and vi) all+len40 are Allign with all the three constraints where
the length thresholds are 20 and 40, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the experiment results. As we can see from the
gure, longest+sent and longest+len20 slightly outperformed sen-
tence and minlen20, respectively. The reason is because with the
longest constraint, a candidate node n is removed if one of its left-
most descendant is also a candidate node in the procedure Refine.
Furthermore, all+len20 and all+len40 achieved the best performance
as it entails all the three constraints. In addition, with the increase of
the threshold, the performance of all the methods slightly improved.
This is because the number of qualied subsets decreases with the
increase of the similarity threshold. The same can be observed
when varying the text length n. In addition, with the increase of the
text length n, the performance of all the methods decreased super-
linearly. This is because the number of compact windows increases
with n. Moreover, with a large n, there are more multiplicity words.

7.3 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

We compared Allign with the best approach Sef [36] to the text
alignment subtask at the plagiarism detection competition of PAN
2014 [31]. In the text alignment subtask4, given a pair of long texts,
it is required to nd all pairs of contiguous maximal length reused
passages. There are four kinds of reused passages. Among them, the
summary obfuscation is the most dicult one to detect. A summary
obfuscation in a text is a human-written summary of a passage in
another text. More details about how the summary obfuscation
is generated can be found in [32]. Sef is a sophisticated seeding-
extension-ltering approach with ten knobs (i.e., parameters) as
detailed in Table 1 in [36]. It enumerates every sentence pair in two
texts and uses the sentence pair as a seed match if their similarity
is above the given threshold, which is a tunable parameter. We

4https://pan.webis.de/clef14/pan14-web/text-alignment.html

Table 3: ComparingAllign (k = 100, index size 798 KB) with

naive enumeration and pkwise (window width = 40 words).

Allign enum pkwise
θ precision / recall / time # of results / time index / time

0.15 0.953 / 0.984 / 3.30s 743 / 103.6s 169 KB / 0.75s
0.30 0.924 / 1.000 / 2.41s 123 / 102.4s 798 KB / 3.89s
0.45 0.923 / 1.000 / 2.38s 27 / 102.6s 2058 KB / 5.32s
0.60 0.929 / 1.000 / 2.37s 10 / 103.2s 51054 KB / 128.85s

used the open source implementation of Sef5. In addition, we also
evaluated a xed-width window approach pkwise. It nds all the
xed-width window pair whose jaccard similarity is above a given
threshold. To evaluate pkwise for the text alignment task, we re-
place the seeding step in Sef with pkwise, i.e., instead of using the
similar sentence pairs as the seeds, we use the similar xed-width
window pairs found by pkwise as the seeds. The extension and
ltering steps stay the same as Sef. We report the precision, recall
and F1-score of the three approaches on the text alignment task
using the summary obfuscation dataset in the PAN 2014 benchmark.
The dataset contains 238 pairs of source and suspicious texts. The
average lengths of the source texts and the suspicious texts are
respectively 5108 and 6715 words. The precision and recall capture
the percentage of common characters between the detected plagia-
rism passage pairs and the ground truth plagiarism passage pairs.
The formal denition is detailed in [33].

The results are shown in Table 2. As we can see, our approach
Allign can signicantly improve the recall of the state-of-the-art
approach Sef while achieving the similar precision. Overall, we
largely improved the f1-score of Sef from 0.595 to 0.643. The reason
is because there are few similar sentences in the summary obfusca-
tion while the entire summary and the original passage share many
common words and their jaccard similarity is not extremely low.
pkwise had the worst precision and recall. This is because for a
large window width, pkwise will miss many seed matches and lead
a low recall while for a small window width, it will introduce many
noise matches and lead to a low precision. The last row in Table 2
presents the performance of uniting the results of Sef and Allign.
It shows how much boost Allign can bring to the state-of-the-art
approach Sef. As we can see, Allign can signicantly boost the
recall from 0.425 to 0.514 and the f1-score from 0.595 to 0.672.

Next, we compare Allign with existing approaches against our
all-pair near-duplicate passage detection problem. For this purpose,
we implemented a naive enumeration method enum to address the
sentence-level all-pair near-duplicate passage detection problem
as dened in Section 5.5. It enumerates all the n (n+1)

2 ×
m (m+1)

2
pairs of contiguous sentences in two texts withm and n sentences
and reports those whose jaccard similarities are above the given
5https://github.com/CubasMike/plagiarism_detection_pan2015

https://pan.webis.de/clef14/pan14-web/text-alignment.html
https://github.com/CubasMike/plagiarism_detection_pan2015
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Figure 8: Evaluating scalability.

threshold θ . We used a pair of texts in the PAN 2014 benchmark
with 261 words in 14 sentences and 1771 words in 130 sentences,
respectively. Table 3 shows the results. We used the results (i.e.,
all near-duplicate passage pairs) of the enumeration method enum
as the ground truth and report the precision and recall of Allign.
Note the precision of pkwise is 1 and the recall is close to 0. In
addition, when θ = 0.15, the precision and recall of Allign for
k = 300 were respectively 0.947 and 1.00 while for k = 1000 they
were respectively 0.943 and 1.00. We can see from the table, Allign
signicantly outperformed the simple enumeration and the local
similarity search method pkwise even for short text pairs with only
a few sentences with regard to total runtime. Moreover, Allign
found almost all the near-duplicate passage pairs even for a rela-
tively small k = 100. The index size of Allign is small compared
with that of pkwise. This is because Allign uses compact windows
to represent a large number of nearby and overlapping windows.

7.4 Scalability

In this section, we evaluate the scalability by varying the two text
lengthsn in [100, 1000, 10000] andm in [1k, 10k, 100k] for Pan11 and
n in [100, 1000, 10000] andm in [0.1k, 1k, 10k] for News. We report
the average compact window generation time and the average near-
duplicate passage generation time. We evaluated our best method
all+len20. Figure 8 shows the results. The numbers in the sux of
the legends denote the text lengthsm while the x-axises are the
other text lengths n. As we can see from the gure, with the growth
of the text lengths n andm, the compact window generation time
and the near-duplicate passage generation time grew super-linearly.
This is consistent with our complexity analysis where the compact
window generation time and the number of compact windows were
respectively O (n logn) and O (n) and with larger n andm there are
more multiplicity words and more compact windows are generated.

8 RELATEDWORK

Plagiarism Detecting. There are many work in plagiarism detect-
ing due to its importance in many applications, such as machine
translation [12], author proling for marketing applications [35],
spam detection [45], and law enforcement [35]. There are two kinds
of plagiarism detection, the extrinsic and intrinsic plagiarism de-
tections. The former aims to nd suspicious plagiarism documents
to a collection of reference documents. The latter aims at nding
plagiarism within an input document. It exclusively analyzes the
document itself and does not perform comparisons to documents in
a reference collection. Plagiarism detection methods typically rst
locate the parts of documents with high enough similarities as po-
tential plagiarism and then substantiate the suspicion through more
in-depth analysis [18, 37, 43]. A popular method for external plagia-
rism is based on hashing or ngerprinting [6, 25]. These methods

produce a few ngerprints from the documents. Near-duplicate pas-
sages are assumed to have similar ngerprints. Based on whether
the ngerprints overlap with each other, these work can be clas-
sied as overlapping and non-overlapping methods. 0 mod p [25],
super-shingles [6], Winnowing [39], Hailstorm [15] belong to the
former class, while hash breaking [4], DCT ngerprinting [40], and
qSign [19] are within the latter class. Textual information retrieval
can also be used to detect external plagiarisms [2, 17]. They can be
used to nd highly similar “seeds” in the documents. Then one can
either extend the seeds on the two ends or merging nearby seeds
to generate the candidate plagiarism for in-depth analysis [28, 29].

Similarity Search. Similarity query processing have been exten-
sively studied. Popular methods include the partition-based meth-
ods [10, 23, 34], the prex-ltering methods [3, 7, 9, 46, 49], and the
heap-based methods [11, 21]. Specically, Xiao et al. [49] proposed
to use set similarity join for near-duplicate text deduplication. An-
other line of work is approximate algorithms for similarity search
and join [1, 26, 27, 38, 41, 42]. Among them, locality sensitive hash-
ing (LSH) [14, 16] is the most widely used ones. Min-hash is one of
the LSH signature for the jaccard similarity. However, these meth-
ods can only nd out whether two entire documents are similar
and do not produce near-duplicate passages. Approximate entity
extraction [22, 48] can nd similar entities in a document. However,
it still does not produce near-duplicate passages. The most rele-
vant work to us is local similarity search [47]. It uses a xed-width
sliding window to nd all similar passages in another document.
However, it only produces xed-length near-duplicate passages.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the all-pair near-duplicate passage detection
problem in a pair of long texts. Due to the high computation cost of
this problem, all existing work resort to heuristics such as seeding
and merging and xed-width window. This paper proposes a min-
hash based algorithm Allign to nd all the passage pairs sharing
enough common min-hash. To avoid the large number of passages
and in the texts, we propose to use O (n) compact windows to
concisely represent all the O (n2) passages in a text with n words.
An ecient O (n logn) divide-and-conquer algorithm is developed
to generate the compact windows from a text. Furthermore, Allign
avoids enumerating the enormous number of passage pairs by
generating all the near-duplicate passage pairs directly from the
matched compact windows of two texts. Three constraints that
make the results more relevant and Allign more ecient can be
supported byAllign. They produce only the longest near-duplicate
passage at the same place, near-duplicate passages that are long
enough, and sentence-level near-duplicate passages, respectively.
We also discuss how to deal with word multiplicity with Allign.
Experimental results show Allign outperforms existing methods.
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